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Mobile users typically have a series of complex tasks consisting of time-constrained workflows and concurrent workflows that
need to be processed. However, these tasks cannot be performed directly locally due to resource limitations of the mobile terminal,
especially for battery life. Fortunately, mobile edge computing (MEC) has been recognized as a promising technology which
brings abundant resource at the edge of mobile network enabling mobile devices to overcome the resource and capacity
constraints. However, edge servers, such as cloudlets, are heterogeneous and have limited resources. 0us, it is important to make
an appropriate offloading strategy to maximize the utility of each cloudlet. In view of this, the time consumption and energy
consumption of mobile devices and resource utilization of cloudlets have been taken into consideration in this study. Firstly, a
multiconstraint workflow mode has been established, and then a multiobjective optimization mode is formulated. Technically, an
improved optimization algorithm is proposed to address this mode based on Nondominated Sorting Genetic Algorithm II. Both
extensive experimental evaluations and detailed theoretical analysis are conducted to show that the proposed method is effective
and efficiency.

1. Introduction

With the development of Internet core technologies such as
Wireless Sensor Network (WSN), Near Field Communi-
cation (NFC), and Radio Frequency Identification (RFID),
the mobile devices (MDs), such as mobile phones, are in full
swing in recent years [1–4]. According to Cisco VNI fore-
cast, there will be nearly 12.3 billion mobile-connected
devices by 2022; moreover, the global annual data traffic will
reach almost one zettabyte [5]. In addition to the break-
through of core technologies, the rapid development of MDs
is also related to its compact, portable, and some other
favorable features. However, compared with traditional
devices, such as the computer, an MD still has some limi-
tations in resources and computing capacity, which leads to
mass energy and time consumption, especially for the
complex tasks generated by the multiconstraint applications
[6–9].

0e emergence of mobile cloud computing (MCC)
brings new vitality to MDs with the idea of offloading tasks
to remote cloud [10–12], which has a strong pertinence in
resolving the resource constraints of MDs [13–15]. Never-
theless, due to the long distance between MDs and cloud,
transmission latency, which is caused by computation off-
loading and data transmission, is inevitable and has even
been considered as the bottleneck of MCC [16–18]. Fur-
thermore, high latency may even lead to huge energy
consumption, which is intolerable for MDs [19–21], namely,
computation offloading inMCCmay not be able to meet our
demand for the quality of service in some complicated
environment.

Fortunately, a new technology named MEC has been
proposed. MEC can be regarded as a special case of MCC,
and its three-layer architecture is specifically designed to
confront the intrinsic flaws in MCC [22–25]. And cloudlet is
considered to be a new type of edge server located in the
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intermediate tier of MEC to better support complex tasks
[26–28]. In addition, with the development of MEC, it may
realize the execution of complex tasks in an ultra-low time
consumption by pushing the computing, execution, and
storage to the cloudlet [29–31]. Furthermore, the inherent
limitations of MDs can probably be solved, and the seamless
integration of network and MDs may become promising
[32–34].

However, the capacity of the cloudlet is generally limited
[35–37]. If multiple tasks request for computing resources,
and the number of the tasks exceeds the capacity of a
cloudlet, the queue latency will be generated [38–40].
Furthermore, as the number of tasks increases, serious
network congestion will occur between MDs and the
cloudlet [41–43]. In addition, the applications of MD usually
consist of complex tasks, namely, time-constrain workflow
and concurrently workflow application (WA), if tasks are
offloaded irregularly, this kind of latency may occur in each
cloudlet, which may even lead to data loss or the failure of
the task [44–46]. In terms of the whole network, the resource
utilization of cloudlets should also be considered, which
determines whether we can achieve the maximum benefit
with limited cloudlet resources. 0us, it becomes very
complex to propose a computation offloading strategy for
complex tasks in multicloudlet environment. Moreover, the
cloudlets are often heterogeneous. Hence, the properties of
the cloudlet should also be taken into considered when
formulating the task offloading strategy, which further in-
creases the difficulty.

In MEC environment, some optimization strategies for
WAs have been proposed (to list a few here [23, 24, 39, 41]).
But how to develop a multiobjective optimization offloading
strategy for complex tasks consisting of time-constrained
workflows and concurrent workflows is still a big challenge,
especially in the multicloudlet environment.

In view of this, in this paper, we investigated the
computation offloading problem of complex tasks in mul-
ticloudlet environment. Both the energy consumption and
time consumption of MDs as well as the resource utilization
of cloudlets are taken into account. 0e main contributions
of this paper can be summarized as follows:

(1) To solve the computation offloading problem for
complex tasks in multicloudlet environment, we
propose a multiobjective optimization algorithm for
complex tasks in multicloudlet environment
(MOHWE). Both energy consumption and time
consumption of MDs as well as the resource utili-
zation of cloudlets are taken into consideration.

(2) A new workflow mode is established by recursive
method to evaluate complex tasks, namely, multi-
constraint WAs, and then a multiobjective optimi-
zation mode is formulated.0e energy consumption,
time consumption of MDs, and resource utilization
of cloudlets are jointly optimized while meeting the
deadline constraints.

(3) Some comparative methods are proposed, such as
full random offloading method, full offloading to

cloudlet method, and full offloading based on the
first come first service method. Extensive experi-
ments have indicated that our method is effective
and efficient with the queueing waiting time and the
number of WA increases.

0e rest sections of this paper are described as follows. In
Section 2, the related work is summarized. In Section 3, the
systemmode and objective functions are proposed. Section 4
analyzes the principle of multiconstraint WAs in details, and
a multiobjective optimization algorithm for the multi-
constraint WAs is proposed. In Section 5, extensive ex-
periments are carried out and the corresponding results are
analyzed. Eventually, conclusion and the future work are
outlined.

2. Related Work

Computation offloading is also called cyber foraging [47],
the main idea is to offload the computing of tasks to cloudlet
or cloud in order to liberate MDs’ inherent defects of
computing resources. Initially, computation offloading was
studied in MCC for general applications and some critical
theoretical achievements have been proposed in [6, 11,
13, 21].

Tseng et al. [6] focused on how to reduce the offloading
time and execution time of applications in MCC environ-
ment. 0e authors proposed two optimization algorithms,
realizing the multiobjective optimization of energy con-
sumption and time consumption. Jia et al. [11] made a deep
discussion on how to formulate an online offloading method
to decide which task should be offloaded. 0ey proposed a
heuristic algorithm for computing intensive applications
and constructed an online offloading strategy, which can
minimize the execution time of tasks. Benkhelifa et al. [13]
proposed a system that can schedule cloud resources in-
telligently. 0rough the coordination between the data
center and the user applications, the system can make full
use of resources and minimize energy consumption. Gai
et al. [21] focused on the energy consumption problem
caused by task offloading to remote cloud servers in cloud
computing. 0ey proposed an energy-aware management
model in a heterogeneous cloud environment, and the
energy consumption of mobile network applications is
decreased effectively.

As the structure of the application is becoming more
sophisticated, there have been many studies on WAs in
MCC environment [9, 14, 18]. Technically, computing
offloading for WAs is more challenging.

Deng et al. [9] focused on the computation offloading
problem of service WAs and proposed a solution based on
the genetic algorithm. 0en, the authors constructed a
compromise fault-tolerant mechanism and optimized the
energy consumption and time consumption for MDs. Guo
et al. [14] proposed a resource scheduling method for WAs,
realizing the optimization of energy and time consumption
while meeting the deadline constraints. Peng et al. [18] made
a deep discussion on how to optimize the energy
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consumption and time consumption of WAs in MCC en-
vironment. 0rough the tradeoff between system perfor-
mance and energy consumption, they proposed a
multiobjective optimization method for WAs based on the
whale optimization algorithm.

However, due to the different architecture betweenMCC
and MEC, the offloading strategy in MCC cannot be used in
MEC. How to design a suitable offloading strategy in MEC
environment is still a problem needs to be studied.

Wu et al. [12] investigated the application partition
problem in mobile environment. 0ey proposed an off-
loading partitioning algorithm for dynamic applications.
0e energy consumption, time consumption, and the cost of
the applications are well optimized jointly. Xu et al. [32]
focused on the information security and offloading utility
problem of applications. 0ey hold the view that serious
privacy leakage will occur during the transmission process
between MDs and edge servers. Afterwards, they proposed a
multiobjective offloading strategy based on NSGA-III
(Nondominated Sorting Genetic Algorithm III) and realized
the optimization of time consumption and resource utili-
zation in MEC. Li et al. [35] discussed how to divide and
allocate the divisible applications and proposed a compu-
tation offloading method according to the capabilities of
available resources, thereby enabling the divisible applica-
tions to be executed in less time. Chen and Hao [40] in-
vestigated the computing offloading problem for tasks
generated by some innovative applications. 0ey divided the
optimization problem into task placement subproblem and
resource allocation subproblem. 0en, they proposed an
efficient offloading method, which can optimize the energy
consumption and delay of tasks jointly.

0ese studies mainly focused on the general applications,
but WAs are quite different and more complex than general
applications; thus, we should put more emphasis on how to
make a suitable offloading strategy for WAs in MEC. Al-
though the research on WAs is more challenging, it is also
very important, which is promising to solve the computing
offloading problem of complex tasks consisting of time-
constrained workflows and concurrent workflows. And
there have been some related researches and achievements in
recent years.

Chen et al. [23] studied the cost problem of scientific
workflows. 0ey hold the view that the high latency caused
by transmission and storage is the reason for the high cost.
To cope with the problem, they proposed a data placement
method based on the genetic algorithm and the particle
swarm optimization algorithm, which can reduce the cost of
scientific workflows greatly. Zhu et al. [24] focused on how
to build an efficient offloading mechanism and proposed a
deep Q-learning based offloading algorithm, which greatly
shortened the energy consumption and the execution time of
service workflow. Huang et al. [39] designed an offloading
method based on nondominated sorting differential evo-
lution. 0e objective of them is to optimize the energy
consumption of MDs while meeting the deadline con-
straints. Wang et al. [41] proposed a particle swarm opti-
mization based offloading algorithm to optimize the energy
consumption of MDs. And in order to solve the problem of

delay in the process of task transmission, they built a de-
cision model of mobile cloud workflow and optimized the
energy consumption of MDs while meeting the deadline
constraints.

In our previous work, we have done some studies on
computing offloading in MEC environment [34] and have
proposed a multiobjective optimization of energy con-
sumption and cost for Was [48]. Different from the existing
research, we use a new WAs’ model to evaluate complex
tasks, which consist of the time-constrained workflows and
the concurrent workflows. And a multiobjective joint op-
timization of energy consumption and time consumption of
MDs as well as the resource utilization of cloudlets for
multiconstraint WAs in MEC is proposed.

3. Multicloudlet Mode and
Problem Formulation

In this section, the system mode of multiconstraint WAs in
multicloudlet environment is proposed to evaluate the en-
ergy consumption and time consumption of MDs as well as
the resource utilization of cloudlets. 0en, our problems and
goals are formulated. 0e description of some key param-
eters in system mode is shown in Table 1.

3.1. )e Multicloudlet System Mode. 0e network architec-
ture of MEC is shown in Figure 1 [49]. Cloud is usually seen
as a data center, which has nearly inexhaustible computing
resources but far from MDs. Cloudlet is an independent
structure in network edge, which has more computing re-
sources than MDs and can communicate with data center
through WAN. In multicloudlet environment, MDs can
select a suitable server and communicate with this server
through LAN. In addition, MDs can also interact with cloud
via WAN directly.

Because of the explosion of the Internet, MDs often need
to deal with a large amount of complex tasks and most of
them have concurrent constraints or time constraints.
0erefore, how to build a suitable model for complex tasks is
also one of the critical problems. In this article, the complex
tasks generated by MDs is modeled as multiconstraint WAs
and represented by a directed acyclic graph (DAG), denoted
as Gf � (Vf, Df, Sf), where Vf � v1,f, v2,f, . . . , vn,f  rep-
resents the amount of data that each task in the f-th WAs
should be calculated and Df � r(ri,f, rj,f), di,j  represents
the relationship between subtasks in f-th WAs, which clearly
specifies the execution order between two subtasks. For
example, there is a WA set as v1, v2, v3, v4 , and the rela-
tionship between its subtasks is expressed as
r (v1, v2), (v1, v3), (v2, v4) , namely, task v1 is the direct and
the only precursor of task v2 and task v3, denoted as Pre2 �

v1  and Pre3 � v1 . 0us, task v2 and task v3 can only be
computed after task 1 has been executed. Similarly, task v4
must wait for task v2, its predecessor, to be completed. In
addition, the number of the tasks n ∈ 1, 2, . . . , N{ } and the
WAs’ number f ∈ 1, 2, . . . , F{ }.

Sf � s1,f, s2,f, . . . , sn,f  represents the offloading strat-
egy of the f-thWA. Generally, in multicloudlet environment,
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most part of tasks will be offloaded. Hence, in order to
facilitate the evaluation of resource utilization, we do not
consider the situation that tasks are directly executed on
MDs without offloading. In view of this, we define that the
label of the cloudlet is tagged from 2 to C and the offloading
strategy sn,f ∈ 2, 3, . . . , C, C + 1{ }. When sn,f � 2, . . . , C, the
task will be offloaded to cloudlet for execution by LAN.
0en, the task can obtain more resources in a relatively short
time, which is also the offload strategy for the most part of
tasks. Similarly, when sn,f � C + 1, the task will be offloaded
to cloud via WAN for computation and the task can obtain
nearly infinite computing resources, but it also consumes a
lot of time for transmission.

3.2. Time Consumption Mode. In MEC environment, time
consumption mainly consists of three parts, namely, trans-
mission time Ttra, queueing waiting time Tque, and execution
time Texe. Next, we will analyze these three aspects in details.

3.2.1. Transmission Time. For most WAs, a certain amount
of data will be generated after the task is completed, and the
data needs to be transmitted to its successor tasks, what will
cause transmission delay. For each task, the transmission
delay depends on its own offloading strategy and the off-
loading strategy of its successor tasks. For example, the
successor tasks of vi are defined as Suci, and Suci � vj, vk .
Hence, vi has two successor tasks vj and vk. After vi is
completed, some data will be transferred to both vj and vk.
0e transmission time from task vi to tasks vj and vk can be
calculated as

Ttra vi, vj, vk   �
di,j

Bi,j

+
di,k

Bi,k

 , (1)

where di,j is the size of data transmitted between tasks vi and
vj, and Bi,j is the bandwidth of the network used to transmit
tasks, but it will change as the offloading path of two in-
terrelated tasks changes. For tasks vi and vj, when the
strategy si is the same as sj, we express this situation as
St � 1, and because the transmission process is carried out
on the same server, the transmission speed will be very fast.
We assume the bandwidthBi,j �∞ at this time.When both si

and sj ∈ (2, 3, . . . , C), but si ≠ sj. We define this situation as
St � 2, and Bi,j � BSe. Similarly, when one of si or
sj ∈ (2, 3, . . . , C), and the other equals C+1, the situation is
denoted as St � 3. At this point, the data will be transmitted
through WAN, but the transmission speed will be lower than
that in the second case due to the long distance, and the
bandwidth Bi,j � BDe.0e selection of Bi,j can be described as

Bi,j �

∞, St � 1,

BSe, St � 2,

BDe, St � 3.

⎧⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎩
(2)

3.2.2. Queueing Waiting Time. Cloudlet can provide less
time consumption and less energy consumption network
environment for tasks than MDs, but its capacity is limited, it
is also one of the most critical issues of MDs. When the
number of tasks which have been offloaded to the cloudlet is
larger than the cloudlet’s capacity, late tasks can only be
computed after all of its precursor tasks have been computed,
which also leads to queueing delay. 0e capacity of the
cloudlet is evaluated by the number of virtual machines
(VMs) on it, which is expressed asM. In this paper, we assume
that the number of VMs per cloudlet is close, but their latency
and computing capacity is different. Based on the queueing
theory, we assume that the arrival time interval of tasks as δ,
and the time served by cloudlet as η [50].0e values of δ and η
are subjected to a negative exponential distribution. So, the
probability that the cloudlet is inactive can be expressed as

Poff � 
M− 1

L�0

λL

L!
+

λM

M! 1 − λM( 
⎡⎣ ⎤⎦

− 1

, (3)

where λ � δ/η denotes the usage of cloudlet, and λM � λ/M.
0erefore, when a cloudlet works steadily, the probability
that the queue length equals L can be expressed as

PL �

PL

L!
· Poff , L≤M,

λL

M!ML− M
· Poff , L>M.

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(4)

When L>M, the waiting time of tasks in cloudlet will be
considered, and the average queue length can be expressed as

Lq � 
∞

L�M+1
(L − M)PL + λ �

Poff · λM

M!
· 
∞

L�M

(L − M)λL− M
M + λ.

(5)

In summary, the waiting time of WAs can be calculated
by

Tque �
Lq

δ
−
1
η

. (6)

3.2.3. Execution Time. 0e execution time of a task on the
target system is composed of the computation time and the
network delay. When tasks are offloaded to cloudlet for

Table 1: Key terms and descriptions.

Parameter Meaning
L Queue length
F 0e number of WAs
B Bandwidth of communication link
E Computing ability of the terminal
N 0e number of subtasks in each WA
M 0e number of the virtual machines in cloudlet
I 0e label of the cloudlet
UI 0e number of tasks executed by the I-th cloudlet
St Situation set of offloading strategy
Suc 0e collection of successor tasks
Pre 0e collection of precursor tasks
BSe Bandwidth of transmission under same system
BDe Bandwidth of transmission under different system
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execution, corresponding network delay will be generated,
which is expressed as DLAN. Similarly, when task are off-
loaded to cloud for execution, the delay is expressed as

DWAN. 0us, the execution time of the task can be described
as

Texe vn,f  �

Wq +
vn,f

Ecl
+ DLAN, sn,f � 2 or 3, or . . . orC,

vn,f

Ec

+ DWAN, sn,f � C + 1,

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(7)

where Ecl and Ec are the processing power of the cloudlet
and cloud, respectively. Hence, full-time consumption on
task execution can be described as

Ttotal vn,f  �

Ttra + Tque + Texe 
vn,f( 

, sn,f � 2 or 3, or . . . orC,

Ttra + Texe( 
vn,f( 

, sn,f � C + 1.

⎧⎪⎨

⎪⎩
(8)

3.3.EnergyConsumptionMode. 0rough the analysis of the
time consumption of WAs, it is easier to get its total
energy consumption. Refining to each task, its energy
consumption is mainly composed of execution energy

and transmission energy. If tasks are offloaded to
cloudlet, queueing waiting energy will also be considered.
0erefore, full energy consumption of MDs can be de-
scribed as

Core network

MEC servers

WAN

WAN

WAN

MEC servers MEC servers

Data center

LANLAN

LAN

Figure 1: Multicloudlet architecture.
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Etotal vn,f  �

Ttra + Tque + Texe 
vn,f( 

× PI, sn,f � 2 or 3, or . . . orC,

Ttra + Texe( 
vn,f( 

× PI, sn,f � C + 1,

⎧⎪⎨

⎪⎩
(9)

where PI is the computing power when theMD is idle; at this
time, tasks are offloaded to the end-system outside the MD
for execution, and MD only needs a small power to wait for
the task to be completed.

3.4. Resource Utilization Mode. We assume that the re-
sources of the cloudlet are limited. 0erefore, how to im-
prove the resource utilization of the cloudlet is still a
problem. As shown in (10), the resource utilization of the
I − th cloudlet RI is related to the number of tasks UI ex-
ecuted by this cloudlet, namely, the more effective the tasks
on the cloudlet, the higher the resource utilization rate. But
when the number of tasks is equal to the capacity of the
cloudlet, which is usually expressed by the number of VMs
on it (i.e.,M), the resource utilization will reach 1 and it will
stay the same.

As shown in (11), the label of the cloudlet I is tagged as
2, 3, . . . , C{ }. Similar to the description of offloading strategy

sn,f in Section 3.1, the label of the cloudlet is tagged from 2 to
C, namely, there are C − 1 cloudlets in all. And as equation
(12) shows, UI represents the number of tasks executed by
the I − th cloudlet. We define the quantity of WAs as f and
each WAs contains n subtasks; thus, the max value of UI

equals f × n while the minimum value equals 0.

RI �

UI

M
, UI <M,

1, UI ≥M,

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎩

(10)

I ∈ 2, 3, . . . , C{ }, (11)

UI ∈ 0, 1, . . . , f × n . (12)

3.5. Problem Formulation. 0e purpose of computation
offloading in MEC environment is to optimize the time
consumption and energy consumption of MDs as well as the
resource utilization cloudlets under the deadline constraints
set by mobile users. Our optimization problems can be
described as

sn ∈ 2, 3, . . . , C + 1{ },

MinTtotal vn,f , ∀f ∈ 1, 2, . . . , F{ },

MinEtotal vn,f , ∀f ∈ 1, 2, . . . , F{ },

BalanceRI, ∀I ∈ 2, 3, . . . , C{ },

s.t. Ttotal vn,f ≤Tddl, ∀f ∈ 1, 2, . . . , F{ }.

(13)

4. Multiobjective Optimization Algorithm for
Complex Tasks in
Multicloudlet Environment

In this section, we will describe the details ofMOCME. Firstly,
we will give a brief description of the concept of Nondominated
Sorting Genetic Algorithm II (NSGA-II), and the three parts,
gene coding, computation offloading strategy, and the structure
of multiconstraint, WAs are redefined. 0en, the generation
method and the mechanism of multiconstraint WAs are de-
scribed in details. Finally, the basic steps of MOCME and
corresponding pseudocode are explained.

4.1. Redefinition. In this paper, our goal is to optimize the
time consumption and energy consumption of MDs as well as
resource utilization of the cloudlets. 0erefore, we choose
NSGA-II as our basic algorithm. Compared with other opti-
mization algorithms, NSGA-II has better convergence and
faster running speed in solving multiobjective optimization
problem, and its complexity is optimized on the basis of NSGA.
However, it is still a problem to optimize multiconstraint WAs
inmulticloudlet environment.0us, we propose a newmethod
to solve the problem, named MOCME.

0e first step of MOCME is to redefine some basic
variables and methods, which is also one of the critical steps
of MOCME. After gene coding, the task offloading model
can be easily constructed and the optimization of resource
utilization will be more effective through the simplification
of offloading strategy. Meanwhile, by decomposing the
multiconstraint WAs into two parts (i.e., unordered WAs
and ordered WAs), the complexity of the WAs is also
simplified. 0e details of redefinition can be described as
follows :

Redefinition 1. Gene coding: we use the idea of genetic
algorithm to reconstruct the complex tasks consisting of
time-constrained workflows and concurrent workflows.
Firstly, every subtask in a WA will be numbered with
integer quotes and starts from 1, 2, . . . , n. 0en, every
WAs will be represented by chromosomes, and the
corresponding subtasks will be represented by genes,
namely, several genes constitute a chromosome, which is
what we call WA and each population is consisted by
several chromosomes. As shown in Figure 2, a workflow
can be transformed into a chromosome according to the
tasks’ execution sequence, and the number of each gene
represents their offloading strategy.
Redefinition 2. Computational offloading strategy:
in multicloudlet environment, most tasks will be off-
loaded to cloudlet or cloud for execution. Further-
more, the resource utilization of the cloudlet is also
one of our goals, so we redefine the offloading path
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Snew ∈ 2, 3, . . . , C, C + 1{ }. It does not consider the situ-
ation that tasks are directly executed onMDs, and the result
can better show the optimization of resource utilization.
Redefinition 3. Connector ⊗ for unordered workflow
applications (UWs): for an UW, we use symbol ⊗ to
link every subtask within it and these tasks can be ex-
ecuted concurrently.0en, an UW can be represented as
VUW � v1 ⊗ v2 ⊗ · · · ⊗ vn . Each UW can be con-
structed by a random combination of their subtasks,
which has quite a variety of possibilities, and it is similar
to the creation process of multiconstraint WAs, the
specific construction details are described in Section 4.2.
Redefinition 4. Connector ⊕ for ordered workflow
applications (OWs): compared with UWs, the con-
struction of OWs will be a little complex and the tasks
in it cannot be executed concurrently. For example,
there are four related tasks v1, v2, v3, v4 , whose exe-
cution must be sequential, whether there is an idle
cloudlet or not. 0us, an OW with four subtasks can be
expressed as v1 ⊕ v2 ⊕ v3 ⊕ v4 .

We use the recursive method to build from the end of the
WA. Firstly, the subtasks without precursors will be selected
as the end nodes. 0en, we can get the predecessor tasks of
the end nodes by traversing all of the tasks. Finally, we just
need to filter out the nodes that have been built and repeat
the above traversal operation. By constructing OWs, we can
divide the types of each WA in multiconstraint WAs, and its
model can be easily established.

4.2. )e Mechanisms of Multiconstraint Workflow
Applications. In order to evaluate various types of complex
tasks generated in MDs, we propose a new workflow mode,
named multiconstraint WAs. Based on the relationship
between genes and chromosomes in GA, each WA is
temporarily designated by genes during the construction of
WAs, and the chromosome at this time is equivalent to the
whole population. As shown in Figure 3, we assume that

multiconstraint WAs are consisted of n⊕ task and n⊗ task,
each WA as a gene, and these 13 WAs constitute a pop-
ulation, expressed as Vall � V1 ⊗V2 · · · ⊗V13 .

In Figure 3, there is no strong connection between each
WA, which is similar to the subtasks in the UWs. 0ere are
also many other architectures of this kind of WAs, we only
show one of them.

Based on the description of UWs and OWs, a complete
multiconstraint WAs can be constructed by Algorithm 1.
First of all, we need to use the recursive method to integrate
the WAs for the first time (Line 2–6). 0en, each WA needs
to be partitioned, that is, UWs and OWs are separated (Line
7–13). After partitioning is completed, the tasks in each OWs
are still discrete, so we need to integrate these subtasks for a
second time to make them become a complete WA (Line
15–19), namely, each WA has been partitioned. Next, we
need to integrate the divided WA for the third time. Gen-
erally, the relationship between two WAs is also unordered,
and the basic idea of constructing a multiconstraint WAs is
similar to the integration of UWs. 0us, the WAs will be
investigated on a first come, first service basis (Line 20–22).

4.3. )e Basic Steps of MOCME. Similar to NSGA-II,
MOCME can be divided into five steps: Initialization, Se-
lection, Crossover, Mutation, and the Calculation of
Crowding Distance. Next, we will describe these five steps in
detail and give a review of the whole method in the end.

4.3.1. Initialization. Before the algorithm is executed, we
need to do some initiate operations. For example, the
subtasks input need to be converted into executable WAs in
order to construct an analyzable parent population for
subsequent genetic operations, namely, to divide and inte-
grate the multiconstraint WAs. Moreover, some key pa-
rameters such as iteration number Gmax and the deadline
Tddl also need to be set firstly.

4.3.2. Selection. Selection is a critical step in MOCME,
parent population and the progeny population will be
merged and a new hybrid-population Q will be generated,
denoted as Q � Ppar + Pstd. According to the crowding
distance of each individual inQ, the better individuals will be
selected to enter the next generation.0e details of crowding
distance are described in Section 4.3.5.
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4.3.3. Crossover. Crossover is one of the classical optimi-
zation methods, which can prevent the algorithm from
falling into local convergence. As shown in Figure 4, the
same part of the chromosome will be retained while the
different part will be crossed. We can easily analyze that the
same gene fragment can be regarded as a better part. By
crossover operation, the better genes can be retained, and the
algorithm will not fall into local convergence.

4.3.4. Mutation. Mutation is another commonly used op-
timization method. As shown in Figure 5, s3 changes its
offloading strategy from 5 to 3 through mutation, which
means the cloudlet will provide services for s3 that should
have been offloaded to cloud. Every particle has the same
mutation probability and their offloading strategy is all likely
to be changed in each iteration.

By controlling the mutation probability ω, the algorithm
can be prevented from falling into local convergence while
the diversity of population is maintained. More significantly,
when we face a huge amount of tasks, the convergence speed
of the algorithm can be improved by directed mutation.

4.3.5. Crowding Distance. In NSGA-II, crowding distance is
proposed to replace the shared parameter in NSGA, which
greatly reduces the complexity of the algorithm. In
MOCME, crowding distance is also the basis for updating
particles. 0e calculation method of crowding-distance is
shown in (14) and (15):

Cx � ε × Ex + τ × Tx + ι × Rx, (14)

Xx �
Xmax − Xnow

Xmax − Xmin
. (15)

In equation (14), the objective is the hybrid-populationQ
consists of initial population Vpar and progeny population
Vstd. Ex, Tx, and Rx represent energy consumption, time
consumption, and resource utilization, they are also the
goals we need to evaluate. 0e coefficient is the weight of
each objective in the evaluation, which can be changed as our
needed and usually ε � τ � ι � 1. Equation (15) is the

Input: 0e collection of tasks V, tasks’ relationship D;
Output: Available multiconstraint workflow applications Vf;

(1) for Every workflow application Vf do
(2) for Every task per workflow application vn unready do
(3) if Sucn � 0 or ∀Sucn � ready then
(4) vn⟶ ready
(5) end if
(6) end for
(7) for vn ∈ Vfdo
(8) if ∃Sucn! � 0then
(9) Vf⟶ ordered workflow application Vow
(10) else
(11) Vf⟶ unordered workflow application Vuw
(12) end if
(13) end for
(14) end for
(15) for ∀Vuwdo
(16) for v2, . . . , vN ∈ Vuw do
(17) Pren+1 � vn

(18) end for
(19) end for
(20) for V2, . . . , VF do
(21) Pref+1 � Vf

(22) end for
(23) return Vf

ALGORITHM 1: Construction of multiconstraint workflow applications.
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Figure 4: Crossover.
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concrete method for evaluating the objective, where
X ∈ E, T, R{ }.

4.3.6. Algorithm Description. Algorithm 2 shows the pseu-
docode of MOCME. First of all, the input target population
needs to be reconstructed by Algorithm 1 to form a mul-
ticonstraint WAs, which has a more regular and simple
structure, and the relationship between the subtasks is more
specific (Line 1). After initial operation such as modeling
and coding, the better individuals are selected according to
their crowding distance Lst to generate a offspring Vstd. 0e
crowding distance Lst can be calculated according to
equation, (14) and (15) (Line 4–6). And each particle in
offspring Vstd is selected one by one from the parent pop-
ulation Vpar. When the number of particles in offspring
population reaches the maximum number N, the selection
stops (Line 7–13). After the selection of Vpar, the offspring
Vstd will be further updated and become a qualified offspring
by crossover and mutation (Line 14–15). 0en, the hybrid-
population Q is formed by adding the first generation to its
offspring (Line 16). Next, we need to do a second selection
operation, which is one of the most important steps in
MOCME.0rough the selection of hybrid-population Q, we
can update the parent population Vpar. Under such opti-
mization repeatedly, the final paternal population Vpar is the
ideal population we need (Line 17–26).

5. Experimental Evaluation

In this section, the evaluation of the experiments is described
in details. Firstly, the experiment environment and some key
parameters are set up. 0en, in order to evaluate MOCME
effectively, several groups of comparative experiments are
proposed. Finally, the test results will be shown, and we will
analyze the result by comparing different methods.

5.1. Experimental Settings. Our experiment is conducted in
MEC environment with three cloudlets. We consider that
most of the tasks will be offloaded; in this way, MDs will
remain idle and they have a low standby power. In addition,
we have different settings for the three cloudlets and their
computing capacity and network latency are different from
each other, which is similar to the actual situation, and it also
increases the comparability of our experiments. Further-
more, we assume that cloud contains abundant computing
resources but bears a high time consumption for trans-
mission. Some critical parameters are shown in Table 2.

0e changes of the network environment will cause a
huge impact on the results of the method. 0us, we choose
the waiting time of the task on the cloudlet as a variable to
evaluate the performance of MOCME and other methods in
a different network environment. In our experiment, each
workflow contains 13 subtasks, and the number of WA is set
to 4–6. In addition, each method will be tested more than 50
times under the same conditions. 0e method is imple-
mented by MATLAB, on a physical machine with 2 Intel
Core i5-6500U 3.20GHz processors and 8GB RAM and the
operating system is Win7 64.

5.2. Comparative Method. In order to evaluate the method
we proposed objectively, we construct several other methods
different from MOCME. 0e details of these methods are
described as follows:

All RandomOffloading (ARO). All subtasks inWAs will
be offloaded randomly, the task can be offloaded to any
part of 2, 3, . . . , C + 1{ }, regardless of energy con-
sumption and other goals, named as ARO.0is method
is relatively simple but may have a large accidental
error.
First Come First Service (FCFS). Each subtask in WA
will be offloaded sequentially, following the first come
first service principle, named as FCFS. For example,
there is a WA denoted as V � v1, v2, v3, v4  whose
offloading strategy can be expressed as S � 2, 3, 4, 5{ }.
All Offloaded to Cloudlet (AOCL). Every task will be
offloaded to the cloudlet for execution, and the tasks
can select one of the cloudlets randomly, named AOCL.
At this time, each task can schedule more resources in
cloudlet, but it may also result a long queue waiting
beyond cloudlet.
MOCME. 0e offloading strategy of WAs is selected
according to the three objectives, i.e., energy con-
sumption and time consumption of MDs as well as the
resource utilization of cloudlet while meeting the
deadline constraints, named MOCME.

In these three comparison methods (i.e., ARO, FCFS,
and AOCL), a large part of the tasks will be offloaded to the
cloudlet for execution, because normally the comprehensive
performance of cloudlet is better than that of MDs or cloud
which further increases the difficulty but ensures that the
optimization of our method is effective compared with the
general offloading method.

Moreover, the working mechanism and expected results
of these methods are very different; thus, they may have
different optimization capabilities in terms of energy con-
sumption, time consumption, and resource utilization.
Furthermore, with the impact of network environment, such
as network congestion, the performance of the three com-
parison methods will be significantly affected. 0erefore, the
optimization effect of MOCME in different network envi-
ronment can be better evaluated.

5.3. Performance Evaluation. In this section, energy con-
sumption, time consumption, and resource utilization will
be evaluated, and we will construct a comparative experi-
ment by increasing the number of WAs and queueing
waiting time of the cloudlet. Furthermore, the comparative
experimental steps of these four methods: ARO, FCFS,
AOCL, and MOCME will be described in details.

5.3.1. Time Consumption Evaluation. 0e three parts: task
transmission time, queueing waiting time, and execution
time constitute the whole time consumption of MDs, which
are calculated by equations (1), (6), and (7), and the total
time consumption is derived from equation (8). 0e
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comparison of different methods in terms of time con-
sumption is shown in Figure 6.

It can be seen that with the increasing of the queueing
waiting time, the time consumption of all methods will be
increased significantly. However, MOCME has a better
optimization result performance for time consumption,
especially when it takes a long waiting time.

For example, when the number of WAs equals 6, both
AOCL andMOCME consume less time than ARO and FCFS
when the task only requires 10ms for waiting.0is is because
the tasks can be transferred to the cloudlet for execution in a
short time compared with the high time consumption of

tasks transferred to cloud. But when the waiting time in-
creases to 50ms or 100ms, the time consumption will be
increased dramatically in cloudlet, and AOCL will consume
more time than ARO and FCFS while the time consumption
of MOCME will still be in a low level by adjusting its off-
loading strategy. Furthermore, AOCL does not consider
other goals comprehensively and has a huge uncertainty.
0erefore, compared with the other three methods,
MOCME is a satisfactory strategy.

In terms of the number ofWAs,MOCME still has a great
performance. However, under the same queueing waiting
time, the optimization capability of MOCME is not changed
a lot with the increasing of the WAs number. 0us, we can
get that the queueing waiting time of the tasks on cloudlet
may play a more important role in the optimization per-
formance compared to the number of WAs.

5.3.2. Energy Consumption Evaluation. Similar to the time
consumption, the tasks’ energy consumption mainly con-
sists of three aspects: transmission consumption, queue
standby consumption, and execution consumption, which
can be calculated by (9). 0e energy consumption com-
parison of the four methods is shown in Figure 7. It can be
seen that MOCME still has a good optimization

Input: Target population Gf � (V, D, S), Iteration times Gmax, Deadline Tddl;
Output: Optimal location S � (s1, s2, . . . , sn), Time consumption of MDs, Energy consumption of MDs, Resource utilization of
the cloudlets;

(1) Use Algorithm 1 to initialize the parent population Vpar
(2) g � 1,num � 1
(3) while (g≤Gmax) do
(4) for Every particle vn ∈ Vpar do
(5) Bring vn into (14) and (15) to get its crowding distance Lst
(6) end for
(7) for Every particle vn ∈ Vpar do
(8) while (num≤N) do
(9) Select Vpar⟶ Vstd
(10) num � num + 1
(11) end while
(12) num � 1
(13) end for
(14) Vstd � Mutation Vstd
(15) (Vpar, Vstd) � Crossover (Vpar, Vstd)

(16) Q � Vpar + Vstd
(17) for Every particle vn ∈ Q do
(18) Bring Q into (14) and (15) to get its crowding distance Lrd
(19) end for
(20) for Every particle vn ∈ Q do
(21) while (num≤N) do
(22) Select Q⟶ Vpar
(23) num � num + 1
(24) end while
(25) num � 1
(26) end for
(27) g � g + 1
(28) end while
(29) return S, Time, Energy, Resource utilization

ALGORITHM 2: MOCME.

Table 2: Parameter settings.
Parameter Value
Latency of WAN 30ms
Latency of LAN 1 0.8ms
Latency of LAN 2 1.2ms
Latency of LAN 3 1ms
Power when MDs in idle 0.001W
Transmission power of MDs 0.1W
Computing capacity of the first cloudlet 1900MHz
Computing capacity of the second cloudlet 2000MHz
Computing capacity of the third cloudlet 2200MHz
Computing capacity of the cloud 3000MHz
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Figure 6: Average time consumption of MDs. (a) Number of WAs� 4. (b) Number of WAs� 5. (c) Number of WAs� 6.
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performance in high delay network environment. Moreover,
as the number of WA increases, the optimization perfor-
mance of MOCME will also improve effectively. 0erefore,
compared with the performance in time consumption, the
optimization performance in energy consumption of
MOCME is not only related to the queueing waiting time but
also related to the number of WA.

5.3.3. Resource Utilization Evaluation. Usually, we assume
that the computing resources of the cloudlet are limited and
the waste of the resources will lead to a further increase in
costs. 0erefore, how to improve the resource utilization of
the cloudlet is one of the key factors we are concerned about.

As shown in Figure 8, we can see the resource utilization
of ARO, FCFS, AOCL, and MOCME in different situations,
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and the resource utilization of the cloudlet can be obtained
by (10). We can knew that the resource utilization of
MOCME can reach a relatively high level when the queueing
waiting is time at a low standard, 10ms. However, when the
queueing waiting time reaches 50ms, the resource utiliza-
tion of MOCME will drop sharply. 0is is because queueing
at this time will take a lot of time, even more than the time
consumption of offloading tasks to the cloud, the majority of
the tasks will be offloaded to the cloud for execution. When
the queueing waiting time reaches 100ms, the resource
utilization of the cloudlet will be further decreased.

6. Conclusion

In this paper, we have studied the energy consumption, time
consumption, and resource utilization issues for complex
tasks in MEC. To solve the problem, a multiconstraint
workflow mode is designed and a multiobjective optimi-
zation algorithm is proposed, named MOCME. Specifically,
we have redefined some key quantities and described the
construction process of multiconstraint WAs and the op-
eration process of MOCME in detail. Finally, a series of
experiments and detailed data analysis are proposed to prove
our method is efficient and efficiency.

In future work, we will focus on the impact of MDs’
mobility on computation offloading in MEC [9]. For one
thing, the network changes brought byMDs’ mobility will be
analyzed. For another thing, the changes in energy con-
sumption, time consumption, and resource utilization
caused by network changes will be studied.
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